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The Vision of Hook in 2032 

Hook remains a semi-rural, vibrant community, retaining its village feel 

Environment Planning Services Transport Leisure Education Health Communication Business 

         
Hook has 
maintained its 
strategic green 
gaps between  
neighbouring 
settlements, 
namely Newnham, 
North Warnborough, 
Rotherwick, 
Winchfield and 
Hartley Wintney.   
 
Maintain, improve 
and link natural 
habitats to 
encourage wildlife, 
in addition to 
providing 
recreational 
facilities 
 
The risk of fluvial, 
surface and waste 
water flooding has 
been minimized 
 

Development has 
been built in a style 
and density 
appropriate to the 
existing housing in 
locations identified 
in the 
Neighbourhood 
Plan. 
 
Types of 
property? 
 
Mixed housing, 
thereby mixing 
the community. 
 
Affordable 
housing. 
 
The revitalised 
identifiable central 
community zone 
now clearly links 
the key parts of 
Hook. 

Key services 
(electricity, gas, 
waste and fresh 
water, high speed 
internet access, 
mobile phone) are 
reliable and have 
grown to support 
Hook’s residents 
and business 
requirements.  
 
Service quality, 
availability and 
reliability meet 
industry standards. 
 
Cable is 
encouraged. 

Transport meets 
the requirements of 
the demographic of 
Hook giving 
residents choice. 
 
Road congestion 
has been 
minimised, 
particularly during 
peak periods. 
 
Adults and children 
are able to cycle 
safely within Hook 
and to adjacent 
communities. 
 
Limited period free 
off-street parking 
has been provided 
within the central 
area. 
 

The additional NE 
Hook outdoor 
recreation space 
and facilities have 
been developed 
and supplement 
smarter use of 
facilities in the 
central area. 
 
Access to nature, 
parks, common 
land and open 
spaces has 
improved with 
good levels of 
maintenance. 
 
All residents now 
have the 
opportunity to use 
and enjoy outdoor 
space through the 
delivery of safe 
cycleways and 
footpaths, 
connecting directly 
to them. 

Primary age 
children in Hook 
continue to be 
educated locally to 
a high standard 
with education on a 
single site. 
 
Secondary 
education is 
provided within 
4 miles. 
 
Adequate transport 
is available to 
transport children 
from Hook to 
further education. 
 
Nursery and 
childminder 
provision is 
adequate and of 
high quality. 

The health 
services provided 
to the community 
have continued to 
be of a high 
standard and have 
expanded. 
 
The level of clinical 
staff has increased 
to meet the growth 
in population. 
 

Hook has a 
modern 
communications 
network which 
ensures residents 
are informed and 
can actively 
participate on the 
running of the 
community. 

There is a thriving 
business 
community in 
proportion to 
residential housing.   
 
Existing  
businesses are 
supported and 
participate in the 
development of 
Hook. 
 
Hook has 
implemented a 
wide range of 
solutions for 
start-up 
businesses which 
has significantly 
enhanced and 
improved the 
opportunities for 
local employment. 
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The Objectives – or “How we implement the Vision” 

 

Introduction 
 
This Vision is based upon the scale of development for Hook as set out in the Hart DC strategy of November 2014 (i.e. the new settlement plan).  Under 
this strategy, development over and above sites already recently granted planning permission would be relatively modest, and on brownfield, infill and/or 
windfall rather than any major new sites outside the current boundary.  If greater numbers are involved, then the Vision would need to be reconsidered. 
 
The Hook Neighbourhood Plan will form part of the suite of strategic documents which will determine planning decisions. 
 

 

Environment 
 Protect and maintain existing major and minor green spaces, deemed to be of value to the community, e.g. Hook Common, Hartletts Park, Bassetts Mead, 

Wellworth Park, including any not listed here, and others that may arise in the future 

 Maintain existing strategic green gaps between Hook and neighbouring settlements, namely Newnham, North Warnborough, Rotherwick, Winchfield and Hartley 
Wintney 

 Maintain all SANGS 

 Avoid harm to existing wildlife and maintain and enhance habitats identified through a process of consultation and investigation 

 Preserve and enhance all existing ponds and encourage additional ponds with a view to improving wildlife habitats 

 Support tree preservation 

 Retain and protect listed buildings 

 Protect the existing quality of landscape and encourage local biodiversity by including local materials and species mixes in development landscaping 

 Minimise visual and landscape impact of new developments 

 Minimise the risk of fluvial, surface and waste water flooding 

 Introduce and maintain conservation areas, where applicable, to protect the built environment 
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Planning 
 Provide for a minimum of xxxxxx new dwellings between 2013 and 2032 in accordance with Hart District Council's Local Plan 

 Utilise brownfield sites in preference to greenfield development 

 Provide these new houses in the most sustainable areas of Hook and where they will have least impact in order to keep the current “community feel” 

 Identify the most appropriate sites to accommodate the levels of growth proposed by Hart District Council and which meet the Vision for Hook 

 Give preference to small-scale residential developments in accordance with the Plan to meet the needs of the community 
 In-fill developments will be considered on their merits 

 Ensure new building is at a pace that allows the infrastructure to expand to meet development 
 

 Define new and maintain current green gaps to ensure that the existing development boundaries are maintained to provide appropriate safeguards to 
Hook’s identity. 

 Minimise the impact of new developments on existing views  

 Ensure that new developments include a range of housing types and sizes (i.e. number of bedrooms) to meet the needs principally of Hook people, taking into 
account the current and predicted social demographic of the Parish, and which conforms to the Hook Parish Plan 2007 Design Statement and other appropriate 
documents to be defined 

 

 Meet our target of X% of homes, including social housing and shared ownership, for local key workers, first time buyers, that any people in Hook can afford 
 Ensure the design and density of houses are in line with those of surrounding  housing and are in keeping with existing housing and built from material types 

local to Hampshire 

 Provide bungalows and/or houses which can be easily adapted, if and when necessary, for disabled and/or elderly residents, e.g. designed to accommodate lifts 
or stair lifts, downstairs bedroom and bathroom, and with assess to garden. 

 Provide independent and care assisted accommodation for the elderly in a multi-purpose “retirement complex” to provide for Hook’s ageing population. 

 Ensure new houses are built with adequate parking permanent residents and visitors.  There should be no dependence on on-road parking in new 

developments. 

 Provide housing that encourages younger people to remain in this community 
 

 Ensure car spaces for business developments are adequate for a community heavily reliant on car use. 
 

Central Community Zone 
 Identify and link the central community zone facilities to give a “heart” 

 Improve and coordinate signage and information 

 Work to revitalize the “newer” retail areas and ensure safety standards are met 

 Implement the Parish Council plan to allow a free limited period in Reading Road Car Park to encourage its use for shopping, medical appointments, church  and 

delivery and collection of children to and from the primary school 
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Services 
 Ensure that all residents and businesses have effective mobile phone coverage  

 

 Liaise to ensure reliable electrical and gas power services 

 

 Liaise to ensure that all residents and businesses will have a supply of drinking water and water pressure to meet their needs 
 

 Sewage in Hook will only be managed by the main network. There will be no moving of sewage by road. 

 All new developments will be connected to the main sewage system 
 

 Encourage the delivery of highest speed internet access to the whole of the community  
 

 Providers will be encouraged to supply Cable to Hook residents  

 

Transport 
 Work to optimize traffic flow to avoid congestion 

 Minimise commercial traffic movements through the village 

 Mitigate the impact of increased traffic from new developments and seek to reduce existing congestion  

 Work to ensure that there will be no queuing on the motorway at Junction 5  

 

 Encourage the use of public transport 

 Retain and strengthen existing bus and train services. 

 Ensure that adequate bus and train facilities are available to Hook children to attend further education 

 
 Consider the imposition of methods of traffic management in residential roads and the central zone

 Put additional parking regulations in place as necessary and enforce new and existing regulations 

 

 Promote safe pedestrian and cycle access to facilities and surrounding neighbourhoods by maintaining and extending existing cycleways, footpaths and 
pavements. 

 

 Improve road safety in Hook 
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Leisure 
• Publicise and encourage use of the full range of sports facilities within Hook 
• Maximise the use of existing sports facilities for diverse purposes 
• Integrate new sports facilities as and when provided with new development 
• Maintain and enhance children’s play areas to an excellent standard and publicise their existence 
• Ensure people are aware of the full range of clubs and associations in Hook 
• Support and encourage local groups 
• Support applications to provide additional gym facilities in Hook and other facilities requested by residents in the Residents, Business and Employee surveys 
• Maintain and improve the network of footpaths and continuous pavements to remove the necessity to walk on roads 

 
 

Education  
• Maintain a high standard of education for primary age Hook children on a single site and improve facilities to accommodate an increase in population 
• Maintain secondary education provision within 4 miles 
• Ensure that transport is available for Hook children to further education 
• Encourage sufficient nursery, pre-school and childminder provision of a high quality to accommodate an increase in population 

 

 
 

Health 
 Maintain existing community facilities for all ages to promote a thriving village 

 Engage with both professional and voluntary services to maintain and enhance the level of medical facilities within the village 

 Maintain existing pharmacy facilities within the central zone 

 Maintain a good level of NHS and private dentist services 

 Ensure all health services are accessible to those who need them 
 

 
 

Business 
 Protect existing commercial premises from change of use where the existing businesses are of demonstrable benefit to the community  

 Support small businesses and seek solutions to enhance business opportunities 
 Encourage business and commerce which adds to the economic offering in the central zone 

 Encourage employment / apprenticeships for local people and part-time work 
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 Create opportunities for business startups by providing smaller affordable units to lease or buy, and larger units for them to grow into 

 Create local employment opportunities which minimize the need to commute out of Hook and reduce our carbon footprint 
 Work with businesses to provide innovative parking solutions for office workers and visitors to business premises eg multi storey car park, car sharing,  

 Encourage existing businesses to stay in Hook by resolving their parking and congestion issues  

 Encourage businesses to engage fully in the community and to participate in Hook’s development 

 Make Hook businesses aware of the services each offers to encourage use of local services 
 

 

Communication 
 Implement a Hook Communication mechanism to easily reach, share and obtain feedback from Hook residents. 

 Launch a local job board to encourage businesses to employ local people on full or part time, and apprenticeships. 
 

 


